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ABSTRACT 

Focusing on satirical prints from illustrated newspapers, this thesis examines 

nineteenth-century French notions of masculinity in a culture that linked its reputation for 

success to the productivity of its male citizens. I will focus on man’s connection to 

marriage and family life, as these institutions were so closely connected to perceptions of 

masculinity. Specifically, I look at portrayals of the cuckold and the bachelor—tropes of 

male identity that deviated from the ideal notions of the French man—and how printed 

images reflected, commented on, and shaped the ways in which conventional French 

masculinity was imagined. Examining these lithographs in light of specific social and 

political shifts, including changing marriage and divorce laws, the rising feminist 

movement, and the loss of the Franco-Prussian war, will ground my project historically. 

Popular lithographic prints, from the 1840s to the early 1900s, remarked not only 

on masculinity itself—the ways in which men should act and look—but also on the ways 

in which any departures from the norm threatened the French family and nation. 

Although medical journals and etiquette manuals expounded on the ‘natural’ qualities of 

men, satirical cartoons that were most often published weekly, were immediately 

pertinent in their commentary. Using prints to decode these ever-prevalent issues of 

masculinity, my project makes clear why representations and notions of certain types of 

masculinity were so alarming to French audiences. 

Although much of the scholarship around nineteenth-century French lithography 

deals with the censorship issues and political implications of the illustrated newspapers, I 

focus instead on the social ramifications of such images. I emphasize the distinctive 

nature of such prints—the audience, the circulation, and the cultural impact of printed 
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images themselves. Looking to both art and social historical texts, I concentrate on the 

everyday realm of printed images, and what it meant for Parisian men and women to be 

surrounded by such tropes. My thesis connects the growing concerns over family and 

marriage to issues of failed masculinity and the ways in which they were addressed in the 

print culture across the century. It explores how these satirical cartoons provided a 

humorous, yet urgent, visual attempt to illuminate the tricky and conflicting expectations 

of French men in the nineteenth century.	 
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No one can build you the bridge on which you, 
and only you, must cross the river of life. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

	
In Charles-Joseph Traviès’s lithograph of a crowded print publisher’s storefront 

from 1831 (fig. 1), men and women from different social classes congregate around the 

shop window to get a glimpse of the day’s printed satirical cartoons from the illustrated 

newspapers. They gather close, peering over one another’s shoulders. Some viewers, 

sparked by the subject matter of the prints, turn to discuss what they see with their fellow 

audience members. Traviès’s image, a lithograph itself, exemplifies the popularity and 

accessibility of nineteenth-century satirical cartoons. It makes clear the ability of such 

prints to initiate conversation amongst audiences, even if these viewers were not paying 

subscribers to the newspapers. As Beatrice Farwell elucidates, lithographs, either printed 

in graphic journals, collected as fine art prints, or displayed in publisher’s windows like 

the one shown here, exploded onto the Parisian printing landscape in the early 1800s, 

dominating a culture already fascinated with visual material.1  

From fashion trends and physiognomic theories to photography and illustrated 

newspapers, nineteenth-century Paris was a world governed by visual codes. Seeing and 

interpreting visual signs helped Parisian citizens digest their rapidly modernizing 

environment.2 The rise of consumer culture, multiple political revolutions, 

industrialization, and devastating military defeats created a feeling of national instability 

that continued throughout the century. Defining these changes visually—a certain dress 
																																																								
1 Beatrice Farwell, The Cult of Images: Baudelaire and the 19th-Century Media Explosion (Santa Barbara: 
UCSB Art Museum, 1977), and Farwell, “The Charged Image” in The Charged Image French 
Lithographic Caricature 1816-1848 (Santa Barbara: Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 1989). 
2 For more on visual coding in the nineteenth century see T.J. Clark, The Painting of Modern Life: Paris in 
the Art of Manet and His Followers. (Princeton: Princeton University, 1894); Petra ten-Doesschate Chu and 
Gabriel P. Weisberg, The Popularization of Images Visual Culture under the July Monarchy (Princeton: 
Princeton University, 1994); Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the 
Nineteenth Century. (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1990). 
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code marked class, a facial feature revealed intelligence, a bodily gesture indicated 

physical strength—became an easy and immediate way to interpret such rapid 

transformation.  

Nowhere do we see these codes play out as forcefully than in the satirical 

lithographic cartoons of illustrated newspapers that dominated the culture at large 

throughout the 1800s. All matters of civil and social life were addressed in these prints. 

From political concerns during the July Monarchy earlier in the century, to conservative 

morals during the Third Republic at the fin de siècle, satirical imagery was a popular and 

important conduit through which audiences digested their transforming environment. 

Studies of French caricature and satire have been adeptly covered by both social and art 

historians, from David Kerr and Robert Justin Goldstein, who each tackle issues of 

censorship in French caricature, to E.H. Gombrich, Edward Lucie-Smith, and Elizabeth 

Childs, who read the satirical images chiefly as artistic undertakings, to name just a few.3 

Popular lithography, consequently, straddles the lines of high and low art, material and 

artistic culture, and social and creative endeavors.   

However, as Paris forged its eminent identity as the so-called capital of the 

nineteenth century, its inhabitants simultaneously struggled to shape their identities 

against modern societal expectations for men, women, and families. French men, in 

particular, grappled with conventional gender expectations within a constantly shifting, 

and visually tracked, cultural paradigm. The French family became a symbol of morality, 
																																																								
3 David S. Kerr, Caricature and French Political Culture, 1830-1848 Charles Philipon and the Illustrated 
Press. (Oxford: New York, 2000); Robert Justin Goldstein Censorship of Political Caricature in 
Nineteenth-century France. (Kent: Kent State, 1989); E.H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion; a Study in the 
Psychology of Pictorial Representation. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1965); Edward Lucie-Smith, The Art 
of Caricature. (Ithaca: Cornell Press, 1981); Elizabeth Childs, Femmes d’espirit: Women in Daumier’s 
Caricature. eds Kirsten Powell and Elizabeth C. Childs. (Hanover: University Press of New England, 
1990). 
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tradition, and stability; but it also became the representational battleground for the 

nation’s future.4 As gender expectations hardened in an attempt to fortify the French 

household, social ruptures such as strict anti-divorce laws, the burgeoning feminist 

movement, and the rapidly declining birthrate undermined the conventional family unit. 

Man—the head of the family, the soldier, and the future political leader—took the brunt 

of these expectations.	Parisian men were expected to be virile providers, durable in a 

physical, mental, and financial capacity. Male identity, shaped against various social 

ruptures, was inherently tied to the success of the French nation.5  

Throughout the nineteenth century, male and female identities were defined in 

opposition to one another. Men were to encapsulate all that women were not, and women 

were to do the same. As husbands and fathers, men fulfilled conventional expectations of 

their sex by physically reproducing and emotionally leading their family. Women, in 

addition to having children, were to create and keep the home as a sanctuary for family 

life. Men and women were to fulfill their roles as husbands and wives, raising children 

who would go on to continue the cycle. The modernizing city, however, forced men and 

women to recalibrate their traditional gender roles. More and more, men took on 

sedentary office jobs while women fought for suffrage, causing breakdowns in the 

established social order. Any breakdown in this contrast was a critical threat to the family 

and the nation.  

																																																								
4 See Family and Sexuality in French History, eds. Robert Wheaton and Tamara K. Hareven (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, 1980), and Jean Elisabeth Pedersen, Legislating the French Family: Feminism, 
Theater, and Republican Politics, 1870-1920 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University, 2003). 
5 Robert A. Nye, Masculinity and Male Codes of Honor in Modern France. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993); French Masculinities History, Culture and Politics, eds. Christopher E. Forth and Bertrand 
Taithe. (New York: Palgrave Macmillian, 2007); Leo Braudy, From Chivalry to Terrorism: War and the 
Changing Nature of Masculinity (New York: Vintage Books, 2005); Judith Surkis, Sexing the Citizen: 
Morality and Masculinity, 1870-1920 (Ithaca: Cornell University, 2006). 
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But while this ideal vision of masculinity pervaded popular opinion, opposing 

modes of modern maleness endangered this archetype, causing a deep-seated national 

anxiety surrounding the viability of French male citizens. Industrialization and the shift to 

a more sedentary lifestyle threatened to leave men enervated and fatigued, becoming a 

critical danger to family and country. Men who lost this ideal masculinity, or worse, who 

chose not to participate in it, faced serious scrutiny in light of French national and 

cultural identity. Specifically, the cuckold and the bachelor, male tropes commonly 

depicted in satirical cartoons of the day, deviated and disrupted the ideal French family 

life. In various ways, these subsets of male identity undermined the ideal man and had 

perceived consequences for the family and the culture at large.  

My project examines the intersection of this Parisian male identity and printed 

visual representations of such gendered expectations. Popular prints, from the 1840s to 

the early 1900s, remarked not only on masculinity itself—the ways in which men should 

act and look—but also on the ways in which any departures from the norm threatened the 

French family and nation. Although medical journals and etiquette manuals expounded 

on the ‘natural’ qualities of men, satirical lithographs printed in the thousands on a daily 

basis, were immediately pertinent and widespread in their commentary. As I will 

subsequently develop, the medium of lithographic print is especially pertinent as a means 

of social commentary. Unlike official Salon painting or commissioned portrait 

photography, caricature is immediate, topical, and efficient in its delivery. It could be 

“consumed casually,” at a café over coffee as Judith Wechsler points out,6 or absorbed 

privately, contemplating the image alone in one’s study. Echoing this unique form of 
																																																								
6 Judith Weschler, A Human Comedy: Physiognomy and Caricature in 19th Century Paris, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1982), 15. 
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communication afforded by prints, Lucie-Smith explains how caricature “speaks to us 

privately, as individuals, and yet cheapness of material and rapidity of production make it 

available to almost everyone.”7 Furthermore, the lithographic cartoon, unlike a large 

formal painting, was ephemeral in nature, being produced daily or weekly. The 

opportunity to experiment with divisive or playful commentary and the freedom to 

explore issues of daily life befitted graphic works in a way that was impossible with 

stagnant academic painting. Thus, using prints to decode these ever-prevalent issues of 

masculinity, this thesis makes clear why representations and notions of certain types of 

masculinity were so alarming to French audiences. 

Focusing on satirical prints from illustrated newspapers, my project examines 

nineteenth-century French notions of masculinity in a culture that linked its reputation for 

success to the productivity of their male citizens. I will examine man’s connection to 

marriage and family life, as these institutions were so closely connected to perceptions of 

masculinity. Specifically, I look at illustrations of the cuckold and the bachelor—tropes 

of male identity that deviated from the ideal notions of the French man—and how printed 

images reflected, commented on, and shaped the ways in which conventional French 

masculinity was imagined. Examining these prints in light of specific social and political 

shifts, including the repeal of divorce laws, the rising feminist movement, and the loss of 

the Franco-Prussian war, will ground my project historically. 

In prints, the cuckold was often depicted as pathetic, unaware of the quiet 

breakdown of his family unit. He represented a man unable to properly lead his 

household, and he became a foil against the emerging fervent feminist. Emasculated, the 

																																																								
7 Lucie-Smith, Art of Caricature, 13. 
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cuckold failed to keep up his end of the gendered marital contract, which was undergoing 

transformation in the early half of the century. If these men so easily lost control of their 

wives, how could they ensure the control of the nation? The bachelor, similarly, spelled 

chaos in the Parisian popular imagination. Purposely rejecting the traditional stability of 

married life, the bachelor obliterated family life as the microcosm of a successful nation. 

In prints he is seen as loose, directionless, and weak, caring only for his own pleasures 

and not for the established male responsibilities. The bachelor threatened the fulfillment 

of national obligations in light of the declining birthrate. If French men, weakened by a 

modern industrialized lifestyle, neglected to marry, how would they produce enough 

heirs to successfully lead the nation? The cuckold and the bachelor both failed to live up 

to an idealized masculinity that was defined through a secure marriage and family.  

As these variants from “proper” French masculinity threatened the status quo, 

visual reinforcements of the perfect male body, the appropriate masculine attitude, and 

the fulfillment of husbandly duties bombarded the Parisian man and woman. 

Advertisements, photographs, and satirical cartoons worked to expose, reinforce, and 

bolster the expectations of the society at large. Images, unlike newspaper articles or 

novels, were immediate and pure in their intended messages. Without explanations, 

pictures could tell a story that was digestible within moments, even seconds, of viewing. 

Visual depictions of social ills were powerful in communicating meaning, as their subject 

matter was based in everyday truth and was direct in its delivery. Understanding the 

culturally expected roles of males and females became clearer when these roles were 

broken down to their most elemental visualizations. Furthermore, when these images 
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were reproduced in newspapers, magazines, and storefronts, they became internalized as 

universal outlines of how to act, dress, and move.  

Satirical prints—produced daily, printed in the thousands, and consumable both 

publically and privately—became the most relevant arena to discuss and decode these 

distinct gender expectations. Illustrated newspapers like Le Charivari, La Caricature, and 

later Le Rire, and Le Journal Amusant, became wildly popular amongst an urban 

bourgeois audience from the early 1830s through the turn of the century. Although 

specific print runs and subscribers were not scientifically tracked, the audience for 

caricature grew throughout the century. Wechsler estimates that by 1858, 235,000 

newspapers were sold daily.8 Although subscriptions to these daily (Le Charivari) or 

weekly (La Caricature, Le Rire, Le Journal Amusant) magazines excluded a non-

bourgeois audience, the portability and transferable nature extended the lifespan, and 

therefore the impact, of these images. Furthermore, because of the almost journalistic 

visual nature of the cartoons, viewers did not need to be literate in order to partake in the 

humor and message of the images.  

Lithography, a new advancement in printing brought to France at the beginning of 

the century, provided a quicker and freer method for artists to react and publish 

commentary. As Farwell aptly remarks, “New ways of printing in the nineteenth century 

made good images cheap and cheap images good.” Drawing directly onto the 

lithographic stone, an artist could draft in a spontaneous and free manner, which was less 

possible with earlier forms of printing, like woodcuts or engraving.9 Furthermore, 

																																																								
8 Wechsler, Human Comedy, 193. 
9 See A. Hyatt Mayor “Lithography” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 7, No. 3 (1948): 86- 94, and 
Farwell The Cult of Images. 
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because the stone matrix did not wear down quickly, countless impressions of the same 

image could be pulled over and over again. From idea to execution, fine artists could 

create an image for the lithographic stone quickly. With an ease of creation, a speed in 

printing, and a wealth of impressions, lithography became the language of popular 

imagery.10  

 Much like the popular literary physiologies and critiques of Balzac and 

Baudelaire, the caricatures of these illustrated newspapers depicted popular types of 

Parisians, from the academic and intellectual, the lawyer and businessman, to the 

prostitute and bohemian, among others.11 Through these social types, we can track the 

ways in which masculinity specifically was imagined, commented on, and shaped 

throughout the century. In the early decades of the 1800s, these journals were often 

politically aimed at the Old Regime aristocracy and royalty, but once heavily censored in 

1830s, these prints instead became for and about the bourgeoning bourgeois class.12 

Social caricature, a form of “pungent and rapid” communication, became popular 

amongst artists including Honoré Daumier, Jean-Jacques Grandville, and Paul Gavarni.13 

Popular topics found in graphic newspapers, often published in series, included types of 

Parisians and their emotions for Daumier, public and civil life for Grandville, and the 

ploys of women for Gavarni. Less blatantly political, these types of prints reflected, and 

stoked, a French anxiety about masculinity. From them, we understand how men who did 

not fulfill the normative ideas of masculinity were assessed both in print and, by 

																																																								
10 See Farwell, The Cult of Images. 
11 Both Beatrice Farwell and Judith Wechsler discuss the connection between written typologies and the 
illustrated newspapers of the day.  
12 For a discussion on audience and censorship, see David S. Kerr, Caricature and French Political 
Culture, 123-24.  
13 Wechsler, Human Comedy, 15 
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extension, in life. Commentary not only on masculinity itself—the ways in which men 

should act and look—but also on the ways in which these aberrations could affect the 

family are all on display in these images.  

Centered around Paris and stretching throughout the century, this study 

investigates a culture in which both graphic arts and masculine identity played important 

roles in how the nation imagined itself. My project proceeds from the assumption that 

prints help us understand the vexed issues surrounding French masculinity throughout the 

nineteenth century. This thesis explores why representations of deviant masculinities 

were so ubiquitous in the Parisian collective unconscious. Although much of the 

scholarship around nineteenth-century French lithography deals with the censorship 

issues and political implications of the illustrated newspapers, I will focus on the social 

ramifications of such images, particularly for men. Similarly, many social historical 

studies have examined the crisis of masculinity in light of the unstable gender 

expectations of the century. This project, however, develops the meeting point of these 

parallel yet as of now unconnected fields of masculinity studies and the history of 

caricature.  

Drawing upon, and extending, the work of art historians Judith Wechsler and 

Patricia Mainardi, I concentrate in the pages ahead on the everyday realm of printed 

images, and what it meant for Parisian men and women to be surrounded by such tropes. 

Wechsler’s A Human Comedy: Physiognomy and Caricature in 19th Century Paris 

analyzes gesture and physiognomy in the works of artists like Daumier, which provides 
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grounding for my own reading of prints and their social meaning.14 Wechsler’s discussion 

of how caricatures were read contemporaneously will be helpful in my own interpretation 

of these images. Additionally, Mainardi’s Husbands, Wives and Lovers: Marriage and its 

Discontents in Nineteenth-Century France is seminal to my thesis research.15 I expand on 

her analysis of the social and cultural context of marriage in prints. While Mainardi 

focuses on late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century prints concerning adultery, my 

own project investigates how similar issues of marriage and family life announced 

themselves later in the century. Moreover, although I share in Mainardi’s 

interdisciplinary approach, I will emphasize the distinctive nature of such prints—the 

audience, the circulation, and the cultural impact of printed images themselves. Robert 

Nye and Judith Surkis have both provided the social historical groundwork for my 

understanding of male expectations throughout the century.16  My thesis engages these 

two fields—art historical (print-focused) and socially historic research—to unveil new 

ways of discussing the importance of print culture in the larger societal issues in 

nineteenth-century France.  

Of course, this crisis in masculinity, especially in French culture, was one that 

ebbed and flowed with specific and traumatic cultural shifts.17 This project takes a broad 

chronological look at maleness, as I work from the beginning to the end of the century. 

The wider historical parameters within which I work reflects my scholarly interests in the 

long nineteenth century. I choose to fix on specific cultural ruptures—the fluctuating 

																																																								
14 Wechsler, Human Comedy.  
15 Patricia Mainardi, Husbands, Wives, and Lovers: Marriage and Its Discontents in Nineteenth-century 
France. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003. 
16 See Nye, Male Codes of Honor and Surkis Sexing the Citizen.  
17 See Forth and Taithe, French Masculinities. 
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marriage laws, the early feminist movement, the decline in birthrate, and the loss of the 

Franco-Prussian war—as entrances into the larger discourse on masculinity at varying 

points across the century. It would be misleading to suggest that ideal masculinity, 

however, remained the same in these years. As James Smalls points out, masculinity has 

an “unstable nature” in need of “regular maintenance.” 18 It is not something to achieve, 

but rather “a perpetually contested and scrutinized performative act of gender identity 

construction within any given culture and/or historical period.”19 The male ideology is 

constantly in flux, continuously shaped and reshaped, even outside of the most distressing 

times. Subsequently, we must think of the transformations in the nineteenth century in the 

overarching context of a fluidly defined and contested masculinity. Selecting points 

within each chapter at which issues of masculinity come into greater focus, I use these 

disturbances to the status quo as opportunities to examine the visualizations of maleness. 

The ruptures are not the causes of gender anxiety, of course, but rather a point in time 

where these issues rise to the forefront. Although the tenets of ideal masculinity shifted 

from decade to decade, by tracing the printed depictions of male tropes we can better 

understand the social anxieties and expectations that spurred such cultural conversations.  

Focusing on the cuckold and the bachelor as imaged in the satirical prints of the 

nineteenth century, this project aims to answer the following questions: In what ways did 

these images embody the sense of masculine anxiety that pervaded French culture of the 

time? How does the nature of prints—as communicative images with text—affect its 

presumed audience and its sense of identity? How did these types of men play against 

																																																								
18 James Smalls, “In Bed with Marat: (Un)Doing Masculinity,” in Interior Portraiture and Masculine 
Identity in France, 1789-1914 (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2011), 136. 
19 Smalls, “In Bed with Marat,” 136. 
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national expectations? These departures from the male norm pervaded French culture 

visually and in many multiples, threatening to unravel traditional familial and national 

morals.  

Chapter One will provide an overview of the normative expectations of bourgeois 

men in nineteenth-century Paris and set up the historical archetype of French masculinity, 

against which the caricaturists will develop their images. Looking to medical journals and 

popular magazines, I will explain the standard model for masculinity, which required 

both a strong physical body, which was virile and capable of reproducing, but also a 

sober mindset with the ability to manage a family. Men were thought to be most 

successful when they were husbands and fathers. There were expectations for proper 

dress and grooming habits, all which marked a respectable gentleman. By fulfilling the 

role of husband and father, men produced and led a stable family, ensuring the successful 

future of the nation. This chapter elaborates on the connection between the male body, 

the French family, and the nation. It serves to describe the idealized man and works as a 

foil for the deviating types of masculinity found in the cuckold and the bachelor. Here, I 

will also discuss the ways in which the nature of prints and printmaking opposed that of 

official and academic painting. Through a brief comparison between the premier 

draughtsman Honoré Daumier and the realist painter J.J. Tissot, I discuss how caricature 

was an active medium in shaping social thought, in a way that painting failed to access.  

Chapter Two will focus on the cuckold through the images of Daumier and 

Charles-Joseph Traviès. Often depicted as a pathetic, oblivious older man who loses his 

wife to a cunning, charming, younger man, the cuckold’s inability to control chaos within 

his own family did not bode well for the cuckold’s professional life, and furthermore, 
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represented a generation of enervated men incapable of leading France. I examine how 

the popularization of the cuckold in prints emerged earlier in the century amidst the 

establishment of the Civil Code in 1804, a stringent set of laws that controlled marriage, 

divorce, and inheritance rights. Without the option of divorce, marriages were even more 

susceptible to unhappiness and infidelity, thus threatening the idyllic French family. This 

chapter looks to images of the cuckold and the ways in which they underscored such 

failures in masculinity. These images were intended to be humorous, but their cultural 

message was clear: cuckolds were weak, disrespected, and pitiful. The body language and 

gestures of the depicted cuckolds are in direct opposition to the strong, commanding ideal 

male discussed in Chapter One. The joke is on them, and the audience is encouraged to 

laugh at their misfortune. This section also addresses larger cultural shifts, including the 

burgeoning feminist movement, to position the prints in their societal context.  

Chapter Three will discuss the image of the bachelor, depicted as an unmarried, 

directionless young man. I focus on lithographs from Daumier, Paul Gavarni, and Abel 

Faivre. The bachelor fails his duty as a man by eschewing a productive partnership in 

marriage and refusing to ameliorate the decline in the national birthrate. Furthermore, the 

bachelor potentially disrupts stable marriages, acting as the interloper between a stable 

husband and wife. The homosexual is also examined in this section, as his form of 

“bachelorhood” was similarly deemed unproductive in light of the cultural pressure to 

reproduce. The perpetual bachelor—whether from ineptitude or by choice—rejected a 

conventional life based on sexual reproduction within a secure family. Especially in light 

of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, and France’s devastating defeat, male citizens were 

viewed as weak failures unable to protect their own country. The need for sturdy, resilient 
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husbands and sons became paramount. When bachelors are depicted in prints, the man is 

usually thin and lacking muscular definition, with close attention to his outward 

appearance. Homosexuals are even more stereotyped, with flamboyant and feminized 

costumes. Single men uninterested in family life failed to win the war, just as they failed 

to be virile enough to reproduce. Additionally in this section, I will discuss the audience 

for the satirical images and how this shaped both the subject and reception of such work. 

I will explore how satirical iterations of these types of masculinity reflected and fueled 

national fears.  

James Cuno succinctly rationalizes caricature as offering “simple solutions to 

very complex problems. It is in the nature of satire to do so.”20 This thesis assesses the 

simple graphic solutions for (or more precisely the ruminations on) the very complex 

problem of masculinity in the nineteenth century. When cultural ruptures like the Civil 

Code, the feminist movement, and the Franco-Prussian War erupted, the roles and 

expectations of masculinity were directly questioned. The boundaries of “successful” 

manhood became blurry, leading to unstable definitions and threatening deviations. When 

satirical artists depicted abnormal or eccentric masculinities, they revealed the rampant 

national anxiety concerning the French man’s ability to support the country in the present 

and in the future. This project explores how these satirical cartoons provided a humorous, 

yet urgent, visual attempt to illuminate the tricky and conflicting expectations of French 

men in the nineteenth century. 

																																																								
20 James Cuno,	“Violence, Satire, and Social Types in the Graphic Art of the July Monarchy” in The 
Popularization of Images: Visual Culture under the July Monarchy, eds. Petra ten-Doesschate Chu and 
Gabriel P. Weisberg (Princeton: Princeton University, 1994, 10-36), 36.  
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CHAPTER 2 
FATHER AND HUSBAND: THE IDEAL FRENCH MAN 

 
In the now quintessential photograph of Napoleon III and his family (fig. 2), taken 

by André-Adolphe-Eugène Disdéri around 1858, the Emperor confronts the camera, 

staring commandingly at his viewers. As the ruler of France in the mid-nineteenth 

century Napoleon conveys a sense of composed power in this image. His wife, Empress 

Eugenie, demurely glances down at her young son, who like his father, looks directly at 

the camera. Napoleon, neatly dressed with prominent facial hair, stands guard over his 

family. His body is intersected by both his wife and son, visually creating a connected 

family unit with Napoleon at the apex of the composition. The young child echoes his 

father’s position, symbolizing the passing of power from one generation of men to the 

next. However, the group portrait signifies much more than a familial keepsake. As both 

the head of this household and the leader of the country, the Emperor’s commanding 

physical presence over his family is a greater symbol of his leadership over the nation.  

This photograph, unlike the satirical prints to be discussed, was a consciously 

constructed image by both the photographer and the subject. As commissioner of the 

image, Napoleon III and his portrayal of masculinity were self-fashioned and deliberate. 

Although Disdéri created the image, Napoleon had control over the final portrait. The 

photograph is a carefully fabricated portrait of a strong and powerful male leader. He 

purposely sought to exemplify—and publicize—the ideal qualities of a French husband 

and father. The satirical lithographs focused on in this paper, however, worked against 

such photographic suggestion.  
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This chapter surveys the ideal standards of French masculinity popular within the 

collective unconscious; it sets up the values that satirical artists including Daumier, 

Traviès, and Gavarni will caricature in their lithographs. Additionally, I elaborate on the 

connection between the male body, the French family, and the nation. This chapter 

explains the dominant model for masculinity, which required both a strong virile body 

and a temperate mentality with the ability to administer family life. There were 

expectations for proper dress and grooming habits, all which marked a respectable 

gentleman. Before I examine the ways in which these standards of masculinity were 

redirected by the cuckold and the bachelor in printed culture, I will first look to what 

particular social and cultural inclinations created this supposed ideal form of masculinity 

in France. A close examination of such historical and social contexts provides grounding 

upon which to discuss the art of caricature and the nature of the lithographic print.   

Without first understanding the “realities” of manliness prevalent in the public 

imagination, it would be difficult to comprehend the impact of the printed caricature. 

Rudolf Arnheim, in his essay “The Rationale of Deformation,” understands caricature as 

“a spectacular demonstration of expression by deviation.”21 What makes satire so 

pointedly humorous in its intent is its ability to act as a contrast to the ideal. The humor 

and, more importantly for this study, the social commentary of the caricature lies in its 

deviation. As viewers, we must know the norm before we collectively laugh at the 

aberration. Michel Melot, art historian of French prints, aptly asserts: “Caricature can 

only function satisfactorily in opposition. This is not surprising, for caricature can be 

defined formally as an upside-down academism, a way of counterfeiting the dominant 

																																																								
21 Rudolf Arnheim, “The Rationale of Deformation,” Art Journal 43, no. 4 (1983), 320. 
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taste [emphasis his own].”22 This inversion of the dominant taste, as Melot puts it, is 

precisely how I interpret the satirical prints that engaged with tropes of masculinity 

across the century. The prints and a photograph such as Disdéri’s or official Salon 

paintings participated in the same conversations regarding masculinity. They both engage 

their subject’s gesture, facial features, body types, and fashion choices to purport 

something about masculinity. However, each medium results in very different messages. 

Unlike official paintings and commissioned photographs, which worked in tandem with a 

vision of the archetypical man, the lithographs Daumier, Traviès, and Gavarni instead 

subverted the ideal and were concerned with what happened when such steep 

expectations for masculinity went unattained. Consequently, we must first look to the 

ideal in order to understand the distortion.  

The connection between a man’s body, his family, and the French nation—

precisely what we see constructed in the photograph of Napoleon—is inextricably linked 

to French masculinity throughout the century. From photographs to medical journals and 

self-help books, the superlative French man was touted as one who was the head of the 

family, the virile productive leader who was in all ways different from his female 

counterpart. A man’s ability to reproduce (especially male heirs), his rational demeanor, 

and his sober appearance—all evident in the portrait of Napoleon—were factors at the 

forefront of perceived normative masculinity. Even if it was not always adhered to in 

actuality, ideal maleness was an omnipresent notion in the collective unconscious that, 

																																																								
22 Michel Melot, “Caricature and the Revolution The Situation in France in 1789” in French Caricature 
and the French Revolution, 1789-1799 (Los Angeles: Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts Wight Art 
Gallery, 1988, 25-32), 26. 
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like the printed caricatures I will discuss later, was the standard against which other types 

of masculinity were defined, and furthermore, from which they veered.  

The most prevalent anxiety that determined notions of masculinity was the 

declining birthrate in France—a supposed marker of the enervation of the French man. 

Because the bourgeoisie (the intended audience of the illustrated newspapers) became the 

political majority after the French Revolution, they linked their success to the success of 

the nation.23 Compared to other industrializing countries like Germany and England, the 

French population was growing at a dismal rate throughout the 1800s (and continued to 

drop into the twentieth century). Even more alarming was the decline in male births. Over 

the century, the rate of boys born decreased steadily as female births remained the 

same.24 Not only was there a fear of emasculation among adult men, there was anxiety 

that there would be fewer and fewer French males in the future. Nye purports that “Both 

of the worrisome aspects of the population ‘problem’—the decline in the overall birthrate 

and that of male offspring—were therefore also problems of masculinity, of a deficiency 

of male sexual vigor that was often linked to aged fathers or ‘unmasculine’ men [....].”25 

Since women were meant to be passive players in the reproduction game, men were held 

responsible for any sexual problems that should arise. Such a prospect stoked panic 

among the French especially in light of the country’s defeat against the Prussians in 1871. 

A lack of male births equated to a lack of soldiers, condemning France to more future 

losses. If the bourgeois class was responsible for the fate of the nation, then the 

																																																								
23 Nye, Male Codes of Honor, 72.  
24 Ibid., 83. 
25 Ibid., 86. 
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population problem was theirs to ameliorate; as head-of-household, it was man’s duty to 

produce these male heirs. 

Doctors, physiologists, and biologists were especially concerned with ways in 

which to increase the birthrate. They looked to the sexual differences between men and 

women, believing that each sex must possess entirely opposite internal energies in order 

to successfully reproduce. The notion of internal balances was a holdover from the 

medieval humors, although nineteenth-century physicians moved away from the 

traditional fluids of blood, yellow and black bile, and phlegm. Yet, medical professionals 

still maintained that vital forces inside male and female bodies determined the success of 

reproduction. If a man’s forces were out of balance, then he would throw off the 

equilibrium needed to reproduce with a woman’s opposing energies. J.J. Virey, a 

pharmacist working in the earlier half of the century, explained in his popular text De la 

femme, the importance of these sexual differences.26 The utmost harmonious pairing 

occurs between “…the most female woman and the most virile man, when a dark, hairy, 

dry, hot and impetuous male finds the other sex delicate, moist, smooth and white, timid 

and modest.”27 Here, the identifiers of each gender are defined in opposition to each 

other. Virey goes on to describe man as the half who gives (while the woman accepts) 

and must therefore “embody the principle of overabundance, which aspires to pour out its 

forces, its generosity, its liberality…”28 It was man’s duty, with his prevailing personality 

and abounding forces, to fulfill his role in reproducing. True to the “principle of 

overabundance,” he was to take up physical and mental space. Their abundant forces 
																																																								
26 For more on sexual differences, see Nye “Sex Differences and the ‘Separate Spheres’” in Male Codes of 
Honor.  
27 Quoted in Nye, Male Codes of Honor, 59. 
28 Ibid, 60. 
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should be doled out to receiving women, and men were in control of how and when they 

exhibit this power. By embodying this masculine ideal, a man would produce heirs to his 

own lineage, but furthermore, heirs and soldiers for the nation as well.  

Although Virey discusses internal fundamentals, what is most pertinent for this 

study is the underlying visuality of these masculine qualities. A man proved his maleness 

through obvious traits, such as facial hair and authoritative gestures that others would 

interpret visually. Realist painters such as James Jacques Joseph Tissot employed these 

graphic elements to underscore the supposed natural disparities between the sexes. In 

Tissot’s painting The Bridesmaid from 1883-85 (fig. 3), man and woman operate in 

opposition to each other but adhere to conventional standards. Dressed in a bright blue 

that stands out against the man’s dark costume, the bridesmaid is delicate and demure, 

and she concedes to the groom. He, with his sober black suit and facial hair, is the 

dominant figure in the narrative, guiding the bridesmaid into the carriage. He stands 

upright and assumes more physical space in contrast to her almost bashful gesture. His 

umbrella, itself read as a phallic symbol, bursts open to cover even more of the couple’s 

space. His is the dominant force of the painting. Even the title, The Bridesmaid, 

reinforces the cultural importance of marriage and underscores the proper partnership to 

create a successful coupling. As in Disdéri’s photograph, paintings such as Tissot’s feed 

into the normative gender differences of powerful men and decorous women.  

Unlike caricature, official painting like Tissot’s was a formal, less ephemeral 

medium that was considered a work of art, rather than a consumable commodity.29 

Painters with hopes of exhibiting in the Salon had less of a freedom to experiment in their 

																																																								
29 Beatrice Farwell, The Charged Image, 9-10. 
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subject matter or social commentary, as it was not to be erased by another image in the 

next day’s newspaper. Furthermore, painting went hand-in-hand with high art, and thus 

with beauty, while caricature was, in Aimee Brown Prices’s words, “a kind of slang or 

argot used for or associated with the articulation of a viewpoint, usually of dissent, 

criticism…”30 not something fit for proper painting.  

As we shall see in Chapter Two and Three, caricaturists will enter into these 

conversations regarding masculinities, but will employ the visual tropes in humorous 

ways. When Daumier depicted men and women together he utilized the supposed idyllic 

standards, but inverted them to a comical effect. In a print published in 1844, “A woman 

like me…” (fig. 4), the couple argues over who wears the metaphorical pants in the 

relationship. Daumier draws the female to take on the typical masculine gestures and 

attitudes, while the male stands idly by. Unlike Tissot’s demure bridesmaid, the woman 

here is active, angry, and most importantly in control. She flings the pants in her 

husband’s face; he reacts silently. He is literally and figuratively stripped of his power. 

The sexual difference between the man and woman is apparent, yet is turned “upside 

down.” In their inversion of stereotypes, the caricaturists underscore the humor, and fear, 

in any breakdown in the gender binary.  

A large part of normative masculinity for the French was tied up in corporeal 

functions. However, there was not solely a discourse concerning the internal functions 

and flows of the body; there was an additional focus on the external appearance of the 

male figure. Men could have properly functioning internal forces, but a fellow Parisian 

must be able to easily discern this achievement at first glance. Thus, out of this fear of 
																																																								
30 Aimée Brown Price, “Official Artists and Not-so-Official Art: Covert Caricaturists in Nineteenth-
Century France” Art Journal 43, no. 4 (1983): 365. 
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male degeneration already prevalent in medical discourse, developed a culture of strength 

training and bodybuilding in an effort to combat physical deterioration. 31 Modern men, 

living in industrialized cities with public transportation and sedentary jobs, had lost the 

physical vigor of previous generations (the connection between post-war masculinity and 

the body will be explored in depth in Chapter 3).32 Tamar Garb, examining this popular 

trend explains: “For the fin-de-siècle Frenchman troubled by the pitiful spectacle of 

modern masculinity, the Greek athlete, as immortalized in the works of classical 

sculptors, stood as the model of an ideal manhood which was not only attainable but 

essential to the survival of France.”33 In order to achieve such an idealized body, men 

were encouraged to pay attention to their outward appearance through physical fitness. 

Methods of exercise were developed to negate modern living, and magazines like La 

Culture Physique promoted photographs of brawny, strong, muscled men (fig. 5). These 

magazines advertised what men should look like, matching their healthy inner functions 

with a powerful outer covering.  

In a 1904 caricature from La Culture Physique (fig. 6), a slight, thin bourgeois 

finds himself physically lacking compared to a Herculean statue and decides to enroll in a 

popular exercise method of the time, namely La Méthode Desbonnet. After three months 

of weight-lifting and training, the same man can easily bend newly installed metal 

streetlights, lift two men at once, and now looks strikingly similar to the bulky classical 

statue. His physicality gives him greater control of the city and his role within it. 

																																																								
31 Erin Lehman, “Art and the Sportsman, Sporting Art and the Man: Gustave Caillebotte and the late 
Nineteenth-century Male Body” (Phd. Diss, Temple University), 18. 
32 Tamar Garb, "Modeling the Male Body." In Bodies of Modernity: Figure and Flesh in Fin-de-siècle 
France (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 56. 
33 Ibid. 
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Cartoons like this exemplify the physical standards French men were held to in terms of 

masculinity. The fact that he rips the streetlamp—a symbol of the modern industrialized 

city—from the ground, demonstrates the benefits of a strong body in a modern bourgeois 

Paris. Whether or not they adhered to such standards, men were pressured from all 

arenas—photographs and caricatures, but also medical and cultural discussions—to 

achieve such manliness.   

Finally, with the internal forces in check and the body at its physical peak, men 

were then expected to dress and groom themselves accordingly. A man’s clothing was to 

reflect his authoritative demeanor and powerful body. As Philippe Thiébaut notes, “By 

portraying a particular silhouette, profile, or pose ad nauseam, it disseminated the concept 

of a morphological ideal, as well as one of virile urbanity.”34 Maleness was thus exhibited 

through fashion and outward display. Embracing their role as the ruling class, bourgeois 

men dressed soberly and neatly in black attire, shunning the ostentation of the aristocracy 

that came before them.35 Accessories like jewelry, gloves, and canes were to be chosen 

critically and worn modestly. Just as a muscular body belied good internal health, clothes 

were equally a symbol of the quality of the man. Charles Blanc, the nineteenth-century 

historian of art, architecture, and fashion, wrote: “[…] the costume of a man is or ought 

to be an external indication of the part he has to play, of his condition, and disposition 

[…].”36 And since a man’s disposition was to embody the bourgeois values of, in Garb’s 

words, “decency, effort, sobriety, and self-control,” the neat black outfit of the upper 

																																																								
34 Philippe Thiébaut “An Ideal of Virile Urbanity,” in Impressionism, Fashion, and Modernity, ed. Gloria 
Groom (New Haven: Yale University, 2012). 
35 Tamar Garb, “Gustave Caillebotte’s Male Figures.” In Bodies of Modernity: Figure and Flesh in Fin-de-
siècle France (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 35. 
36 Charles Blanc, Art in Ornament and Dress (London: Frederick Warne, 1877), 129. 
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class was sanctioned as culturally appropriate.37 Even in the fashion realm, men were 

pressured to adhere to proper masculine values. Thiébaut explains: “Through fashion 

illustrations, a canon emerged: The body had to be straight, the torso wide, the waist 

narrow, the stomach perfectly flat […] Legs must be long […]”38 This canon becomes 

either highlighted by official painters or distorted by caricature in the art of the nineteenth 

century. 

As previously discussed, photographs and painted images of males fostered and 

reinforced the desired masculine style, especially in portraits paid for by the subject. 

Looking again at a realist painting by Tissot, this time his Portrait of Eugène Coppens de 

Fontenay (fig. 7), the importance for male costume and accouterments is clear. Fontenay, 

the president of the fashionable Jockey Club in Paris, looks out directly at the viewer with 

an expression that exudes dominance. Restrained and collected, Fontenay is equipped 

with all the fashionable necessities of proper bourgeois male—dark garments, gloves, top 

hat, and cane. His body is strong, but trim. Similar to Napoleon III’s coiffure, Fontenay’s 

head and facial hair denote his manliness, and further separates him from feminine style. 

Blanc deemed short hair favorable, as it “impart[ed] an air of austerity, neatness, and 

adherence to rules, and, being the reverse of what is customary among women, it has on 

that account alone a masculine character.”39 Just as with the internal forces, men were 

deemed masculine in their contrast to women. If women had smooth faces and longer 

hair, men were to embrace moustaches and cropped locks. A fitting dovetail to 

Fontenay’s portrait is Tissot’s painting of Marquise de Miramon (née Thérèse Feuillant) 

																																																								
37 Garb, “Caillebotte’s Male Figures,” 35. 
38 Thiébaut, “Virile Urbanity,” 137. 
39 Blanc, Ornament and Dress, 72-73. 
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(fig. 8). Both paintings have similar compositions and each subject is depicted in front of 

lavish fireplaces, purporting the wealth of the sitters. But where Fontenay’s clothing is 

muted and plain, Thérèse Feuillant’s is overwhelming and gaudy. His masculinity is 

highlighted against her femininity. Her ruffled and silken dress could not contrast more 

markedly with his refined and somber suit.  

What separated such painted portraits from the drawn satirical cartoons was not 

only the intention behind the message of the works, but the audience of each medium. 

Portrait painters were attempting to capture a likeness that would stand the test of time, 

often painting an image of the patron with certain expectations in that task; caricaturists, 

on the other hand, were depicting a general type, not a specific person, and doing so for 

sale on the open market and working for the publisher.40 Theirs was a nimble reaction to 

daily life, not a studied encapsulation of it. The speed of lithographic production also 

meant that caricaturists could immediately produce images about quotidian life, more 

explicitly Parisian daily life—that could be consumed the next day. Instead of viewing a 

portrait of a specific person in a specific place, caricature audiences saw a generalized 

version of their peers (or themselves) in the satirical cartoons. Wechsler elucidates, “The 

newspaper channeled back images, often daily, into the texture of city life from which 

they were drawn. The caricaturists became a current conscience for the urban 

population.”41 Thus, Parisians were inherently connected to this “real life” imagery 

because they understood some version of their world within these images. They were 

topical in a way painting did not need to strive for. Their access to the images was 

																																																								
40 Fore more in these “typical caricatures” see James Cuno’s essay “Violence, Satire, and Social Types” in 
the Graphic Art of the July Monarchy” in The Popularization of Images, 10-36.  
41 Wechsler, Human Comedy, 76. 
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physical—through subscription, reading rooms, or storefront windows—but also 

mental—they could readily relate to these reflections.  

Bourgeois men, those who commissioned portraits and were also the primary 

subscribers of the graphic newspapers, were constantly bombarded with visual signs and 

symbols of idyllic maleness. Through medical and fashion advice, painted and 

photographic portraits, physical training methods and magazines, it would have been 

impossible for French men to be ignorant of the preferred male standards. These notions 

of ideal masculinity were difficult, and at times impossible, to sustain. There were of 

course plenty of men that did not or could not conform to such canons. However, as I will 

elaborate in the subsequent chapters, even if these deviations from the norm were 

potentially more prevalent that the archetype, significant fear of failed French manhood 

remained. The dire consequences of emasculated, enervated men—failed marriages, low 

birthrate, shameful military loses—endured within the French imagination. 

“Caricature was a visual commentary on its time whose vehicle was the human 

figure,” Judith Wechsler observes, “it was a vernacular art, drawing on the expressive 

conventions of painting, but unhampered by academic precept.”42 These artists, keyed 

into cultural politics, keenly observed the disparity between imagined manhood and the 

reality of such a prescription. They employed the discourse of sexual health, physical 

strength, and fashion in their own comments on masculinity. As I will examine, satirical 

cartoons turned the world of model masculinity, seen contrastingly in photographs and 

realist paintings, on its head. They engaged with the realities of failing to achieve 

“proper” French masculinity, but also the palpable anxieties that came with this failure. 
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In turn, these images added to the cultural exchange regarding masculinity already 

prevalent in French society. Greater insight into these satirical, but still serious, 

depictions will be served by looking at the tropes of the cuckold and the bachelor.  
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CHAPTER 3 
DESTABILIZED AUTHORITY: THE CUCKOLD 

 
In Honoré Daumier’s lithograph “L’Ouie” (“The Hearing”) (fig. 9) from 1839, a 

man leans over his sleeping wife, pleading her to awaken to tend to their crying infant. 

The woman lays peacefully, no sign of distress or responsibility apparent on her face. The 

man, conversely, appears overwhelmed. His face sags, his mouth is agape, and the lines 

around his sleep-deprived eyes highlight his state of dismay. When it was published in Le 

Charivari in 1843, the caption read: “Nini, wake up! I’ve called her for an hour, and she 

says to me: yes Adolphe! But I am not Adolphe…and neither is the little one.”43 

Although not as explicit as some of the cuckold imagery I will discuss later, Daumier’s 

print and its caption (more than likely written by Charles Philipon44) provoked and 

deepened fears of gender role-reversal and the deprivation of man’s control and power 

through acts of adultery.  

This chapter looks to images of the cuckold in satirical prints from the first half of 

the nineteenth century. I explore the ways in which the printed image of the emasculated 

cuckold engaged with changing marriage laws and early French feminist movements, 

which were interpreted as assaults on traditional masculinity and as disruptions to distinct 

and separate gender roles. What about the cuckold, an obvious deviation from the 

idealized French man discussed in Chapter One, prompted caricaturists including 

Daumier and Traviès to explore the theme across multiple images? In turn, what was it 

about this trope that attracted audiences? This chapter answers these questions by 

																																																								
43 Original French caption reads: “Nini, réveille-toi donc! - v'la une heure que je t'appelle et elle me dit: oui 
Adolphe! Je ne m'appelle pourtant pas Adolphe!... ni le petit non plus!...” 
44 Farwell, Charged Image, 12. 
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analyzing gesture, facial features, and the inversion of traditional gender roles in prints, 

and by reading these visual qualities through the cultural milieu of the 1830s and 40s. 

The depiction of the cuckold, usually old and unwitting to the straying eye of his 

wife, was a popular type that appeared with notable frequency in the illustrated 

newspapers of the time. The cuckold was something humorous yet intimidating to French 

men, especially in the earlier nineteenth century when arranged marriages were more 

common and divorce laws were in flux. He embodied a man who lost control of wife and 

family, a man unable to fulfill the supposed duties of his gender. If leadership and power 

were marks of a successful man, the cuckold’s inability to rule rendered him less 

masculine, ultimately calling into question the important sexual differences between men 

and women.45 Cuckolds were not only failed husbands, but they disrupted the family too. 

As fathers they failed to keep their family intact, the potential for adulterous wives to 

complicate familial legacies was ominous. An emasculated man such as the cuckold 

threatened to break down the intrinsic link between man, country, and family. Thus, the 

consequences for failed masculinity transcended the individual and had consequences for 

future generations.  

In light of the last chapter’s discussion of masculine ideals, adultery was a major 

disturbance to the purported gender roles of the powerful man and the docile woman. The 

loss of power and respect for the head of the household, especially at the hands of a 

woman, threatened to dismantle the familial hierarchy that was so closely tied to French 

society. As Carol Duncan makes clear, fathers and husbands were symbols of the 

monarchy, and an image of one was representative of the other: “Kings and fathers were 
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not only the embodiments of this authority, but they embodied it most perfectly and could 

stand as representatives of social authority themselves.”46 Although post-revolutionary, 

nineteenth-century men were not connected to royalty or aristocracy, they nevertheless 

ruled their families as such. If women challenged this power by taking on a lover, not 

only were they disrespecting their husbands, but they also were threatening the stability 

and virtue of the family itself. Patricia Mainardi notes, “Marriage itself had long been a 

metaphor for the State, with the husband as king ruling over his wife and children […] In 

this analogy, adultery was not just an act of disloyalty to one’s spouse but treason, an 

attack on the social order.”47 The fear and exasperation in Daumier’s image now takes on 

greater significance. Maybe the wife is simply dreaming about Adolphe, but even her 

thoughts of him are of great significance to the husband. He reaches out to her gingerly, 

almost as if he is afraid of what she might admit next.  

In another image created the following year in 1840, Daumier returns to the idea 

of the cuckold. In this print (fig. 10), a man, in the middle of a shave at a barbershop, 

catches a glimpse of his wife strolling the streets with another man. The husband 

exclaims: “There goes my wife!! Oh, the wretch, while I'm having a shave she's making a 

cuckold of me!” He runs to the door, but fails to stop (or even interrupt) the adulterous 

couple. In light of what we know about standards of French masculinity in the popular 

imagination, Daumier’s lithograph here deepens this dialogue. The artist chooses to 

depict the cuckold in the middle of shaving. He is, therefore, removing a visual marker of 

his maleness. Daumier emasculates the man twice over: He is stripped of both his facial 
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hair and his wife. In case the husband’s status was not clear enough, Daumier cleverly 

renders the ends of the man’s shaving cloth into the horns of the cuckold, visually 

reinforcing his fate. 

In many ways, there is nothing fantastical, or even remarkable, about this scene—

Daumier illustrates a Parisian street, lined with shops, and both the men and woman 

exhibit contemporary fashions. But this is precisely what makes the cuckold, and this 

print, frightening to a male audience. One can laugh at the print, but aside from the 

surface-level humor, it reinforces expectations for men. If you are not masculine enough 

to keep (and satisfy) your wife, you are worthy of humiliation. The mundane scene 

becomes generalized and thus, universal. The print communicates to its mostly male 

audience that cuckoldry could realistically happen at any point of the day, on any city 

street. Furthermore, the lithograph’s cheap printing and many multiples physically 

reinforced the notion of pathetic cuckoldry. Not only was this instance reproduced, 

besieging the French bourgeois at every turn, Daumier repeated these visual clues in 

other prints, too. In “Oh! My wife’s dead” from 1836 (fig. 11) another husband receives 

news of his wife also while shaving, and similarly, his hair shapes into the cuckold’s 

horns. Who’s to know if his wife has passed or if she perhaps has slyly left her husband 

behind? What is clear, however, is the bolstering of such images in the minds of the 

public through constant repetition.  

Daumier, as this chapter investigates, was not alone in his interest in the cuckold. 

But what specifically brought about this particular fear of emasculation through adultery? 

Shifting legal views of marriage, along with early French feminist movements were 

perceived as assaults on traditional masculinity and a disruption to the distinct gender 
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roles so important to healthy reproductive relationships. During the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century, laws and traditions surrounding marriage were in a constant 

state of flux. Divorce was legalized under revolutionary law in 1792, but repealed again 

just twelve years later by the 1804 Civil Code. Also referred to as the Napoleonic Code, 

this stringent set of laws controlled marriage, divorce, and inheritance rights. Spousal 

separation under the Civil Code was permitted only on the grounds of adultery and could 

be initiated solely by the husband.48 He also had the right to kill both his wife and her 

lover if he caught them in the act of being together. Unfaithful wives could be severely 

punished, not just if caught, but even if merely suspected.49 The Civil Code perpetuated 

man’s absolute authority and woman’s anticipated submission. Article 1124 of the Code 

explicitly states: “Just as a pear tree belongs to its owner, the woman is the property of 

the man for whom she supplies children.”50  Ultimately, a husband held unqualified 

control over his wife, solidifying his role as provider for the family and underscoring the 

difference between the sexes. What interested the caricaturists of this time, however, was 

what happened when this authority was undermined.  

In another of Daumier’s lithographs titled “Wretched man! Would you kill your 

children’s father!” published in La Caricature in February of 1841(fig. 12), the 

turbulence caused by the Civil Code is humorously, but critically, addressed. A husband 

returns to his home to find his wife with another man, who attempts to avoid the angry 

encounter by hiding under the table. The wife, uncharacteristic of the demure French 
																																																								
48 Mainardi explains that a wife could legally accuse her husband of adultery if his mistress lived in the 
same household as the family; even on these grounds, however, it was rare that a woman would be granted 
divorce.  
49 Mainardi, Husbands, Wives, and Lovers, 17.  
50 Quoted in Lucette Czyba, “From Daumier to Flaubert: Caricatures of Feminism in the 1840s and in 
1848” Femmes d’espirit: Women in Daumier’s Caricature. eds Kirsten Powell and Elizabeth C. Childs. 
(Hanover: University Press of New England, 1990), 95. 
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woman seen in Tissot’s paintings, confronts her husband, appearing much more in 

control of the situation than he. Instead, the shocked and emasculated cuckold reels back 

in disbelief. Elizabeth Childs notes how the wife, “far from hysterical or contrite,” 

appropriates her husband’s power by actively advancing towards the shamed man.51 His 

facial expression and body language alone communicate his lack of authority. Again, the 

powerful leader who men were to embody as husband and father is nowhere to be found. 

Interestingly, Daumier chooses to portray the husband in a soldier’s uniform. I 

understand this sartorial choice as further, if subtle, emphasis on the parallel between 

family leadership and national leadership. Daumier adapts the language of popular 

magazines and behavior manuals, providing a visual reinforcement of the anxieties 

surrounding cuckoldry.   

Although the humor lies within the fact we as onlookers are privy but impervious 

to the man’s shame, Daumier’s domestic scene simultaneously strengthens the fears of 

adultery among his male viewers. As one nineteenth-century critic put it: “Caricature 

enters through the eyes and stirs what is sensitive in us: imagination.”52 A print like this 

may have left many a bourgeois man asking: What if the same scene took place in their 

household? Caricatures provided men with a type of visual testimonial, which could in 

turn aid them in imagining the repercussions of such a scene in their own lives. The 

caricatures were not realist paintings, of course, but they were couched in the rhetoric of 

the everyday. Cuckoldry was a real and realistic fear, and popular imagery—“derived 

																																																								
51 Elizabeth Childs, “La Bourgeoisie: Public and Private Life in Daumier’s Caricature,” Femmes d’espirit: 
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52 Quoted in Czyba, “From Daumier to Flaubert,” 89. 
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from the urban realities of common visual experience,” as Beatrice Farwell puts it—

capitalized on these already existing social anxieties.    

The caption of Daumier’s cartoon further situates the print as being an active part 

of contemporary discourse concerning patrimony under the Civil Code: the extent of the 

wife’s indiscretions may not be limited to this once encounter, and he as her legal 

husband will be responsible for children. With the implementation of the Civil Code, 

husbands were required to split their estate amongst all of the children his wife bore 

during the marriage, even if these children were potentially illegitimate. Under these 

circumstances, it became even more important to ensure a faithful wife, in fear that 

inheritance would be diluted if passed down to a child not born of its legal father. 

Bourgeoisie men did not want their earned or inherited wealth splintered further by 

extramarital children because similar to adultery itself, it undermined their husbandly and 

fatherly control. It became a matter larger than just a failed marriage, but one concerning 

the economy and the nation’s next generation. Patricia Mainardi explains: “At issue here 

was the legal question of whether adultery was a private crime only against the husband, 

which he alone had the right to prosecute, or whether it was a crime against the State, 

which then had the obligation to prosecute the wife, her lover, and even her husband if he 

neglected his duty to maintain order in his household.”53 The link between country and 

family was ever prevalent and pressured men to achieve “successful” masculinity. The 

legal repercussions of adultery, consequently, became a matter of pride for both the 

husband and the nation. With this in mind, it is evident how Daumier’s print taps into a 

larger conversation. Yes, the man’s feminine expression and lack of control are 
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humorous, but it must have also stirred deeper anxieties in viewers, as this unfaithfulness 

had greater consequences for the family and the state.  

While the public digested the issues of the Civil Code, Enlightenment ideals 

popularized the importance of individual rights; freedom to make one’s own choices took 

on greater importance. Thus, marriages for love, or mariages d’inclination as they were 

known, became a viable alternative to the arranged marriages, or mariages de raison, of 

the Old Regime.54 But even into the early decades of the nineteenth century, the debate 

over which partnership created more successful marriages continued. Arranged marriages 

typically resulted in younger women being matched with much older men, a coupling not 

only apt for adulterous affairs, but ripe for satire as well.  

In many images of the time, a younger and more clearly masculine man cuckolds 

an older pathetic husband. J.J. Traviès’s The Results of a Marriage of Reason (fig. 13) 

engages directly with this cultural debate, ultimately leaving the answer up to the 

audience. In this image, we are presented with a youthful-looking man wooing an 

unfaithful young wife. Exploiting his male prowess, he leans into her unashamed by his 

physical advances while she demurely accepts. In the background, peering through the 

trees, we find the contrast to the young man’s masculinity. The shocked cuckold, 

standing mouth agape, is almost erased by the shadows. His body lacks any discernable 

shape, deficient of all the standards held up in the bodybuilding magazines discussed in 

Chapter One. As he stands in disbelief, and like Daumier’s pathetic husbands, his hat 

morphs into the horns of the conventional cuckold. Undermined by a young, virile man, 

this cuckold has lost control of his wife. His potency is obscured not just by the young 
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couple’s actions, but aesthetically too, as his physical form is shaded like the treatment of 

the trees beside him. By employing these culturally ubiquitous tropes, Traviès and 

Daumier portray men in fear of their masculinity and their genetic and economic lineage 

too.   

The audience for these prints, through the shocked pose of the cuckold, the 

centering of the adulterous couple, and the fashionable, handsome clothes of the young 

man, understands the nature of the print immediately. With one quick glimpse, viewers 

could ascertain which man was in control, which was humiliated, and which they would 

rather be in such a situation. In Marriage of Reason, the cuckold’s suffering and his soft 

eviscerated body are comical. But like all caricature, what makes the trope funny is the 

tinge of realism, the reflection of the real. Rudolf Arheim reminds us, “what counts for 

the perceptual effect of deviation is not the factual, geometrical difference between a 

given image and some norm, but whether such a norm is phenomenally present in the 

images the base from which the given pattern deviates.”55 There must have been enough 

reality in these images, therefore, to have a lucrative market and an active audience. The 

themes of adultery and cuckoldry remained prevalent in prints because they were 

something men were intensely involved with—either they themselves were cuckolds or 

they were fearful of such emasculation. Social caricature, in this way, became not just a 

passive reflection of what was normal, but it in turn helped men contend with the real 

threats to their masculinity.   

Like caricature, etiquette manuals for both men and women remarked on the issue 

of adultery. They elucidated on ways in which to keep families intact—either by wives 
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providing a happy, comfortable home for a husband or by husbands keeping their wives 

away from male acquaintances.56 For men in particular, these manuals often carried 

satirical advice, but as with most satire, the advice was anchored in an element of real 

concern. One such popular book entitled The Art of Keeping Wives Faithful offered men 

guidelines on how to keep control of their wives. With comical sections on “Different 

Types of Behavior of Married Women,” “Methods of Taking Advantage of the Virtues 

and Failings of One’s Wife,” and “A Short Course on Morals and Hygiene Indispensible 

to Every Husband Who Wants to Keep his Wife Faithful,” these behavior books guided 

men on the most important lessons of being in a faithful marriage.57 We can almost 

imagine the husband in Daumier’s “L’Ouie” running to consult such a text!  

Beneath the intentional humor of these “misconduct” manuals, as Mainardi calls 

them, existed a palpable distress surrounding masculinity. Like Daumier’s and Traviès’s 

prints, the profound threat of women’s adultery ruining the family is what makes the 

satire relevant. But prints like Daumier’s and Traviès’s are much more immediate and 

direct than these manuals. Viewers of such prints did not need to read through the 

instructions of an etiquette booklet to understand the threat to masculinity. If a Parisian 

man noticed Traviès’s print in a shop window, he could instantly interpret the scene. 

Although most images had a supporting caption, caricature did not rely on the words to 

communicate its meaning. Literate or illiterate, audiences of all types and class could 

participate in the visual messages of the work. “The caricaturist’s art,” Wechsler notes, 

“like that of a mime, consists in finding the salient clues of character and points of 
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exaggeration that trigger a quick and accurate reading.”58 The intent of the caricatures is 

made more powerful by their frugal drawn line and reduced artistic flares. Although the 

behavior manuals and satirical lithographs may be acting within the same social critique, 

the images are more impactful in their purely visual delivery.  

Cuckoldry not only emasculated husbands, but it also threatened to dissolve 

conservative gender roles, which the growing feminist movement also targeted. Daumier 

illustrated this perceived subversion of the sexes in many of his prints, which would have 

been consumed and enjoyed by precisely the same audience reading the behavior 

manuals.59 Judith Wechsler examines how Daumier employed gesture and expression to 

delineate between traditional gender types, with women generally taking up less space 

and depicted as quieter and less active than their husbands.60 Daumier purposely inverted 

these characteristics, however, in his images of insubordinate women, particularly in his 

series Les Bas-Bleus (1835-48).  

La Bas-Bleu, or the Bluestocking, was a term for an independent, intellectual 

woman in the nineteenth-century who was viewed by men as a disruption to the family 

and their way of life.61 Activists for French women, the Bluestockings focused on issues 

of equal education and voting rights, as well as reform for the rigid marriage laws set 
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forth in the Civil Code.62 But this move towards equality of the sexes was met with 

backlash from conservative men who feared their power would be undermined. Lucette 

Czyba reads Daumier’s prints from this era as part of the antifeminist camp: “For 

Daumier, feminism impairs social order because mothers no longer transmit the moral 

values of family respect, submission, and a female sense of decency […]”63 The erasure 

of sexual difference in the form of female independence undercut the absolute influence 

of husbands and fathers and complicated the traditional positions to which men were 

accustomed. 

In two prints from this Les Bas-Bleus series (figs. 14 and 15), we see Daumier 

employ repeating motifs in order to emphasize the threatening idea of a masculinized 

woman. As Michel Melot noted, the world here is upside down.64 In these prints, just two 

examples from the series of forty lithographs, the women take on the characteristics of 

men. They are depicted taking part in intellectual activities (both are writers), and one 

even smokes a cigarette. They are not the beautiful, soft mothers described in Chapter 

One, but instead Daumier distorts their facial features and renders them aggressive and 

imposing. Czyba even suggests that Daumier’s feminists are almost “no longer 
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women.”65 In comparison, the men in these prints are feeble. Both concede to their wives, 

acting as submissive adherents rather than assertive partners. Daumier repeats these 

tropes in the many prints from this series—the women are domineering, in control, while 

the men are passive (and in some visibly afraid). I see Daumier’s reiteration of such 

tropes as a way of bluntly underlining his viewpoint. Doing so in a series of caricatures is 

one of the inherent benefits of printmaking, especially lithography: Daumier could 

emphasize the threat to masculinity, print after print, from one iteration to the next. Here 

we see the power of satirical caricature in its social commentary in ways that a single 

Salon painting, even on the same topic, could never achieve. The reiteration—not just in 

the multiplicity of a single print but in the repeating themes of a series—is just one of the 

reasons why these lithographs are so rich in their social critique.        

Daumier underscores the threat to masculinity by depicting his women with 

personalities, positions, and gesticulations typically reserved for men. The cuckold may 

have lost control of his wife to another man, but, even more alarmingly, the feminist 

movement threatened to elevate women to men’s coveted supreme status. The social 

turmoil of the time, therefore, was so apparent in the cultural imagination that such affairs 

were ripe for satire. Mainardi astutely relates satirical images like these as a reflection on 

the social upheaval undergoing the institution of marriage. She explains, “When laws 

change repeatedly within a lifetime, reversing themselves several times, the result is often 

widespread insecurity and cynicism […]”66 It is this insecurity and cynicism that plays 

out in the satirical prints of the time. The rivalry between the young man and the cuckold 
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in images like Traviès’ echoes the debate over arranged or romantic marriages.67 The 

dismay of Daumier’s husbands in “L’Ouie” and “Wretched Man!” conveys the panic 

modern men felt in keeping up their masculinity in face of the rigidity of the Civil Code. 

The distress of the men in the Bas-Blues series reflects the imagined consequences of 

inverted gender practices.  

When women, at least in Daumier’s world, take on intellectual lives as in these 

figures, or other lovers as suggested in “L’Ouie,” the message is that families, not just 

husbands, suffer. The cuckold represented a type of man whose masculinity had been 

stripped from him specifically at the hands of his wife. It was in some ways most 

threatening to French maleness. Not only were younger, more potent men responsible for 

destroying the cuckold’s maleness, their wives—part of their family to which they were 

supposed to have the most control over—took part in this emasculation. Unlike the 

bachelor discussed in the following chapter, the cuckold’s enervation was a direct result 

of a woman’s actions but also his own passivity. Caricaturists played into these anxieties 

by employing the tropes of weak men and overbearing women. However, Daumier and 

Traviès also fueled these fears. Seeing these appalling situations play out, even in prints 

intended as humorous, provided men with tangible proof that these threats to their 

masculinity existed. They gave visual confirmation to situations men may only have 

imagined.  
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CHAPTER 4 
WITHOUT WIVES: THE BACHELOR AND HOMOSEXUAL 

 
In 1839, Le Charivari published a series of twelve lithographs, drawn by 

Daumier, entitled La Journée du Célibataire or A Day in the Life of a Bachelor. Between 

April and September, audiences of the illustrated newspaper were regaled with the 

serialized story of Monsieur Coquelet, a lifelong bachelor who indulged in his solitary 

daily routine, ritualistically beginning at seven in the morning and ending at nine in the 

evening. Throughout the series, we see M. Coquelet dine alone with his pets (fig. 16), get 

dressed while admiring himself in the mirror (fig. 17), walk around Paris with his dog as 

his sole companion (fig. 18), and lastly fall asleep unaccompanied, the final caption 

revealing that he ends this day as he did yesterday and will tomorrow, too (fig. 19). 

Along with the captions, Daumier’s rendering of Coquelet is unsympathetic. Everything 

about the bachelor and his lifestyle is fodder for humor: his profuse affection for his pets, 

his narcissism concerning his physical appearance, his selfishness, and his unproductive 

daily routine. Because he has no wife, no family, and seemingly no professional pursuits, 

viewers are invited to laugh at his pitiful replacements for familial fulfillment.68 

This chapter will examine Daumier’s series, and other lithographic portrayals of 

single men, in context of the nation’s fear of male degeneration and the declining 

birthrate. I will explore how these prints invoke preexisting suspicions connecting 

bachelors to degenerate lifestyles (namely homosexuality), which failed to bolster 

France’s national success. The perpetual bachelor—whether from ineptitude or by 

choice—avoided a conventional life based on sexual reproduction within a secure family. 
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Homosexuals, considered lifelong bachelors, were viewed in the same context as single 

straight men, as they also actively eschewed the path of marriage and reproduction.69 By 

doing so, the bachelor and the homosexual denied the nation the continuation of 

producing strong, healthy males who could be trained to defend the country. The prints 

that illustrate the bachelor and homosexual, like those of the cuckold, are complex 

mediations on failed masculinity.  

The growing industrialization of Paris heightened the anxiety over bachelors as a 

way of male existence. Modern men often pursued sedentary or intellectual professions, 

such as academics, law, or writing that lacked any need for attention to the body itself. 

Bourgeois men who pursued fleeting pleasures—illicit affairs, luxury clothing purchases, 

and intellectual pastimes—became a trope addressed in these popular prints and in the 

culture at large.70 Edme Jean Pigal created a series titled The Professions of Paris (figs. 

20 and 21), which was published in Le Charivari in 1833, which showed intellectual 

professionals like the Mathematician and the Academic as soft men with oversized heads. 

The Mathematician’s forehead appears to be on the verge of explosion as he works out a 

problem, while the Academic’s large, plump body betrays a lack of interest in physical 

activity. Later in the century, when the French were defeated by the Prussians, these 

worries over physical enervation were even more apparent. This chapter will, therefore, 

also track what happened when these existing concerns with the bachelor lifestyle 

coincided with the steep decline in the birthrate and military defeat in the late 1800s.  
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In the third print from A Day in the Life of a Bachelor, M. Coquelet sits down to, 

according to the caption, a “frugal meal,” which he shares with his cat and dog, Azor and 

Minette (fig. 16). His dining table is messy and seems too small to hold even his meager 

spread. The apartment is simple, if a little unkempt. Coquelet’s affection for his pets is 

evident in his guileless smile and watchful eye towards his cat. The dog, meanwhile, 

stands on the table with his tongue thrust towards his owner’s breakfast; his stance is 

more active that that of Coquelet, who appears unconcerned with his single, unmoored 

state of affairs. Unlike the authoritative and refined bourgeois man addressed previously, 

Coquelet here is uninterested in attaining any kind of masculinity. He dines while still in 

his nightclothes, disregarding an opportunity to exhibit manliness through his attire (as 

we saw in the male portraits of Tissot). The dark well-fitted jacket and phallic top hat are 

eschewed in favor of a loose shapeless shirt and unstructured pliable cap. Because there 

is no one else at home, Coquelet does not have to adapt to idyllic maleness. He is far 

from the virile and imposing male figure so obsessed over in health journals and official 

paintings. In fact, his vacant facial expression with his pointed eyebrows and large 

sloping nose renders him visually more similar to the cat than any conventional male 

leader. 

The pathetic nature of the bachelor’s existence is reinforced by the caption, which 

tellingly asserts: “Monsieur Coquelet, who remained a bachelor out of egotism, shares his 

frugal meal with Azor and Minette.” The caption, along with visual clues in gesture and 

facial expression, categorize the bachelor lifestyle as selfish, passive, and unproductive. 

Coquelet is to be both laughed at and pitied. Although Daumier (and Philipon through his 

captions) opens up the bachelor to criticism, I do not read these images as an outright 
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condemnation. Instead, Daumier—and other lithographers to be discussed—utilized the 

already existing fears, anxieties, and discourse on bachelordom to appeal to an audience 

processing cultural standards of masculinity. Because the intent of the prints is 

inextricable from their audience and the French popular imagination, it is necessary to 

take a closer look at the context of the bachelor and homosexual himself.   

Bachelors were understood to be overeducated, lazy, and uninterested in 

perpetuating the ideal archetype of husband or father. In direct contrast to the familial 

breadwinner and potent reproducer, the bachelor instead languished in his interest for 

more ephemeral pleasures, like his clothing, his social pursuits, and his non-committed 

sexual relationships.71 Often depicted as irresponsible students in caricatures, these young 

single men lived on credit, capitalizing on good food and clothing without having the 

finances to back it up. Bachelors were considered perverse, insofar as they cared more for 

their individual gratification than for the typical masculine virtues of physical strength, 

financial stability, and, most importantly, family and marriage.72 Contemporary social 

critics linked the prevalence of the bachelor lifestyle to a lack of “real world” education 

during a man’s schooling, and a desire “to be exonerated from all public and private 

responsibilities in order to live with greater ease […]” according to one contemporary 

critic.73 These words echo Daumier’s take on Monsieur Coquelet, who worries more 

about feeding his pets than the producing the country’s next generation. We see the 

bachelor’s selfishness explicitly highlighted in the fifth print of A Day in the Life of a 

Bachelor (fig. 18). Coquelet considers buying a bouquet of flowers for a potential date 

																																																								
71 Surkis, Sexing the Citizen, 69-124 
72 Ibid., 114. 
73 Quoted in Surkis, Sexing the Citizen, 71.  
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(who never actually appears in the series), but after a moment’s contemplation decides 

this an “extravagance.” Essentially, he views wooing a potential partner as a folly in 

which he has no concern. Reinforced by the print, the bachelor lifestyle was therefore 

rendered as self-centered and indulgent, and disregarding of a man’s responsibility to the 

country.  

Daumier’s series, however, was not the only one dedicated to such topics. Paul 

Gavarni’s oeuvre also dealt with gender roles, marriage (as discussed in Chapter Two) 

and young Parisian men. In fact, Gavarni was himself a “man-about-town,” in Farwell’s 

words, with a special interest in conveying, but not necessarily critiquing the social world 

around him.74 In a print from La Vie de Jeune Homme (The Life of a Young Man) series 

(fig. 21), Gavarni also plays with the stereotypical depiction of bachelorhood. Two 

elegantly dressed young men converse on a Paris street. They wear the garb of bourgeois 

men while one lights a pipe. The caption reads as a conversation between the two about 

their transient living situation: “Do you pay a lot at your hotel?” one asks. The other 

responds, “An awful lot: I don’t pay.”75 The joke here, which Gavarni unlike Daumier 

wrote himself, exemplifies the supposed flippant and untethered nature of the bachelor. 

At first glance, the two figures appear to be gentlemen of good means, but upon reading 

the caption, the audience realizes they are negligent bachelors. Cleverly, the way a viewer 

would interpret the print (visually first, then the revealing caption) mirrors the process of 

a fellow Parisian decoding the bachelors in real life. The young men have the façade of 

respectability—the accurate clothes and accessories—but upon further scrutiny, their 

																																																								
74 Farwell, Charged Image, 14-15. Baudelaire saw Gavarni as less biting in his social commentary than 
Daumier. 
75 Translation from Libby Murphy, Allen Memorial Museum, Oberlin College. Accessed 11 April, 2016. 
http://libbymurphy.com/humancomedy/albums/bachelor-life-and-married-life/content/payes-tu-cher/  
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forged veneer is unreliable and hollow. The bachelor may resemble successful 

masculinity in appearance, but subsequently lacks the responsibility to back it up.   

 Gavarni, however, does not expressly criticize the lifestyle of the bachelors. 

Instead, he humorously approaches the popular commentary and national conversation 

surrounding French men. Unlike Daumier, Gavarni does not deform or exaggerate his 

bachelors. They are dandified men, yes, but their facial features and costume are more 

respectable than those of Coquelet as he feeds his cat. Instead, I understand Gavarni’s 

images not as an outright critique, but as a conduit to conversations about masculinity. It 

does not attack the bachelor lifestyle, but it certainly provokes questions already 

prevalently asked in the culture at large. If these young bachelors—aimed to be the next 

generation of bourgeois legacy—cannot afford housing, how will they ever support a 

family? Even more threatening, how will these soft, effete men fare on a battlefield? 

Although the cartoon is lighthearted on its own, when couched in the crisis of French 

masculinity it reinforces the instability surrounding such a lifestyle. 

But, if these prints were unsympathetic or critical towards the bachelor, why did 

they remain popular? What made the bachelor trope marketable in various series of 

prints? Much of the primary audience for the illustrated newspapers were males grappling 

with pressures to achieve these gendered expectations. We can imagine Gavarni’s image 

hanging in the window of La Maison Aubert, confronting an audience of the very subject 

it satirizes. Lithographs from Le Charivari, La Caricature, or Le Rire could be seen 

passing by a shop window, in the privacy of one’s home, or at a cafe table with friends. 

The prints were thus public and private, popular and intimate. Cuno notes that La Maison 

Aubert, Philipon’s publishing house that produced Le Charivari and La Caricature, was 
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located in the midst of a popular bourgeois shopping district, which boasted luxury stores 

and theatres, but also cafés, book shops, and reading rooms where such illustrated 

newspapers were consumed by a mainly bourgeois audience.76 The location of La Maison 

Aubert furthered a widespread and shared dialogue regarding the prints, as they could be 

discussed at café tables, in the reading rooms, or during intermission at the theatre.  

Young jobless bachelors, posturing a bourgeoisie flâneur lifestyle, would have 

certainly been privy to these prints as they walked around this upper class neighborhood. 

Tellingly, more than half of the prints in Daumier’s series show Coquelet outdoors, 

roaming the streets, as are many of Gavarni’s young gentlemen. The prevalence of the 

trope does not only lie in the point that the prints were physically accessible, or that 

Parisians loved seeing themselves reflected in the media;77 it also bares proof that there 

was a market for seeing the bachelor type reflected, criticized, or made fun of in prints. 

Because the anxiety to not live up to male standards besieged French men, we can 

assume the prints relieved some of these tensions. Married men could laugh at the pitiful 

single life, relishing in achieving one tenet of ideal masculinity, just as the young 

bachelor could laugh at the cuckold, feeling more virile in their sexual bravado.   

Again, it is worth returning briefly to the medium to underscore what makes the 

bachelor in print different from the flâneur in painting: the prevalence and intent of the 

medium of lithography. Critic Edmond Duranty, in an oft-quoted review of the first 

Impressionist Exhibition in 1874, encouraged painters to reveal the class, age, and 
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temperament of their subjects in as little as a glimpse of the back of a figure.78 

Impressionists took up this mantle, paying acute attention to modern fashion, café life, 

and leisurely tourist destinations in their paintings. But unlike the painted image, which 

was a singular iteration that required a special trip to view, prints were pervasive. The 

lithographs, in many multiples, surrounded the upper-class subjects of these printed 

caricatures. Even if bachelors, living on credit, could not afford subscriptions to the 

newspapers, they could take part in the humor as these lithographs were readily 

accessible in other arenas. Furthermore, the lithographs in La Caricature were detachable 

and could thus be passed and viewed easily from person to person.79 As tenuous social 

issues like that of masculinity were widely addressed in medical journals and legal 

treatises, it was an easy transition to continue the commentary through the visual mode of 

caricature.  

Daumier’s Monsieur Coquelet series, in addition to assessing the indulgent 

lifestyle of the single man, also addressed the dialogue surrounding the decline in the 

French birthrate, a theme that went hand-in-hand with the trope of the bachelor. During 

Coquelet’s afternoon stroll, he engages in some political conversation with two other 

men, one of whom holds a newspaper (fig. 22). Coquelet appears resigned, his upturned 

hands flung outwards in a shrug. His facial expression again shows a lack of activity, and 

is almost in a faux dismay. The caption gives greater explanation for the visual codes 

apparent in the print: “[…] Look at the example we just discussed: they want to tax 

bachelors, since they are useless for society. I feel sorry for all the married people.... I 

																																																								
78 Louis Emile Edmond Duranty, "The New Painting." In The New Painting, Impressionism, 1874-1886: 
An Exhibition Organized by the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco with the National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, ed. Charles S. Moffett, (Geneva, Switzerland: R. Burton, 1986), 44. 
79 Cuno, “Business of Caricature,” 350. 
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must also say that I know of no one who has done as much for society, as I, Coquelet 

did.”80 Coquelet’s shrug, in light of the caption, now reads as a pose of self-protection 

against social criticism. Just as he tells his audience (and himself) that he is, in fact, 

helpful to society, he postures his body to mimic this nonchalance. The faces of his 

acquaintances read this obvious display of put-on bravura—both stare at Coquelet in 

disbelief. How could a man, who refuses to contribute to society through either 

reproduction or gainful employment, be more useful than a married husband? 

 The perceived futility of single men, here embodied by Coquelet’s acquaintances, 

lay primarily in their refusal to produce heirs. By doing so, the bachelor and the 

homosexual, both of whom engaged in non-reproductive sexual habits, denied the nation 

an opportunity to be a dominant military force. (Homosexuals were also thought to have 

lower sexual drives in general, which only compounded their perception as sexual 

deviants, a notion to which I will return later in this chapter.81) Because a man’s body, 

and his internal forces, was so inextricably tied to his virility, men who did not or could 

not reproduce were considered enervated. Such interpretations of bachelors and single 

men would continue to be produced throughout the century. The Franco-Prussian War 

crystalized these outstanding issues of masculinity, and further emphasized the need for 

powerful husbands and fathers. The war, lasting just under year from July 1870 to May 

1871, was an embarrassing defeat for the French, as they entered the conflict assuming a 
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quick and easy victory. Instead, the Prussians swiftly defeated the French, taking siege of 

Paris and further humiliating the powerless nation.82  

French masculinity, once again, was called into question, especially in regards to 

physical strength and prowess of its failed soldiers. Office work, lack of physical labor, 

and a tendency for decadent pleasures left French men weak.83 Modern bourgeois 

lifestyle, with bachelors being the most indulgent, favored material comforts over 

physical activity.84 “The French had been ruined by the modern urban world,” Erin 

Lehman explains, “Numbed by office jobs or crippled by industrial labor, with brains 

overtaxed by the intellect and mind, spirit and body destroyed by big city living, it was no 

surprise that the French could not defend themselves.”85 Although these civilizing 

characteristics of intellect and coiffure were favored to a certain extent among the French, 

they were simultaneously threatening to the physical needs of a national military. The 

falling birthrate underscored the post-war fears of male degeneration, and the figures of 

the bachelor and homosexual, who chose to shun fatherhood, became scapegoats for 

these anxieties in the caricatures. Whether he was spending time in a brothel or failing to 

pay his rent, the bachelor uprooted masculine ideals in favor of a single life dedicated to 

mental pursuits and an affinity for personal luxurious, rather than a physical and familial 

existence. 

																																																								
82 See Hollis Clayson, Paris in Despair: Art and Everyday Life under Siege (1870-71), (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2002). 
83 Surkis, Sexing the Citizen, 107. 
84 See Christopher E. Forth, “La Civilisation and its Discontents: Modernity, Manhood and the Body in the 
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But the rules and codes governing French masculinity were fraught with 

contradiction and confusion. Being surrounded by a bombardment of visualizations 

concerning proper and improper dress, grooming, and behavior made navigating male 

expectations difficult. For the bachelor, any shift in this precarious balance of masculinity 

and proper comportment could read as worryingly feminine. Christopher Forth discusses 

the continuous tension between bodily strength and refined lifestyle, illustrating the 

unavoidable, and most-likely unachievable, struggle to live up to masculine ideals.86 Men 

were to be physically strong but culturally fluent; they were to be vigorous reproducers 

but thrifty in their sexual encounters; they had to dress properly but not obsess over their 

appearance. A man who paid too much attention to his personal grooming endangered the 

sexual differences needed for procreation, and were often deemed homosexual.87 

Bachelors, similar to Monsieur Coquelet who admires himself and his up-to-date fashion 

accessories in the mirror, remained at the crossroads of this carefully prescribed 

masculinity.  

Homosexuals were even more threatening to the nation’s well-being, as they were 

uninterested in reproducing, but also (according to popular opinion) blurred distinctions 

between male and female characteristics. On a cover of Le Rire, in an image entitled Sur 

la sable from 1907 (fig. 23), satirist Abel Faivre depicted a young man of “the feminine 

gender” walking along the beach. His thin moustache, rouged cheeks, curly hair, 

flowered boutonniere, and handkerchief in hand are almost a symbol-for-symbol 

stereotype of fin-de-siècle homosexuality. His pear-shaped body, echoing the woman’s 

silhouette, differs dramatically from the bourgeois gentleman seen in both the satirical 
																																																								
86 See Christopher Forth, “La Civilisation and its Discontents” 93. 
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prints and the pages of magazines like La Culture Physique. This man is not tall or 

muscular, but rather soft and plump. An older couple in the background represents the 

typical reaction to such flamboyancy. The older man’s normative masculinity—with his 

thick moustache and phallic cigar—are directly in contrast to the young male in the 

foreground. Such comparison is often employed in caricature, a trait Rudolf Arnheim 

claims underscores the humor in the deviation from the norm (here the absurdity of the 

feminized man against the conventional one).88 

Just as the ideal male was outlined in health texts, sexual aberrations to this norm 

were discussed in the same manner medical manner. As audiences did with the satirical 

cartoons of Le Charivari or Le Rire, society persistently read the outward appearances of 

men, understanding an “invert” (a term used in the nineteenth century, coined in 1882 by 

Jean-Marin Charcot and Valentin Magnan89) to be more closely aligned with the sartorial 

preferences of women of the time. Their gestures, personalities, and behaviors were seen 

as similar to the weaker, more timid characteristics of females.90 Doctors believed that 

male-to-male sexual attraction was a result of “weakened vital force[s]” that was in need 

of medical attention.91 One doctor purported: “Curled hair, face covered with make-up, 

open collar, tightly cinched waist to accentuate the figure, fingers, ears and chest loaded 

with jewelry, the entire body reeking of the most pungent perfumes and, in his hands, a 

handkerchief, flowers or some needlework, such is the strange, repulsive and rightly 

suspect physiognomy that gives away pederasts.”92 Faivre’s portrayal of the feminized 
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91 Ibid., 114. 
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man in Sur la sable is almost lifted directly out of these types of texts. 

Same-sex relationships in themselves were not illegal, but men who exhibited 

such characteristics were deemed sexual inverts, or even pederasts.93 Sexual inverts, 

according to Charcot and Magnan, possessed a fetishistic response to those of the same 

sex. Homosexuality was thus a perversion that affected “normal” sexual performance, 

causing impotence and enervation.94 They argued that inversion was a result of “the 

degrading consequences of a weakening of morals in a profoundly vitiated society.”95 A 

gay man may not have had to live in fear of legal action, but as Nye claims, “he had 

much more to fear…from the judgments of his fellow citizens about the quality of his 

masculinity.”96 Thus male virility was mediated not by governmental action but in an 

unstable set of values put forth by bourgeois society. A homosexual’s supposed 

condensing of traditional gendered spheres—hot, dry men and cold, wet women—tapped 

into the fear of degeneration, including in the medical realm.  

“Speed and directness are essential to the political and social artist,” notes Frank 

Getlein, “and never more so than in a period of rapid change.”97 Satirical cartoons, 

including those by Daumier, Gavarni, and Faivre, provided an opportunity, complete with 

an attentive audience, to explore and exaggerate societal expectations for masculinity. 

Robert Nye, in discussing the pressures of idyllic family life in France, purports: “One 

can speculate that the gap between avowed ideal and actual accomplishment provoked a 

guilty, if unconscious, unease in many French men and women, encouraging them in 
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94 Ibid, 112. 
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projections and fantasies designed to alleviate it.”98 I see these caricatures acting as such 

projections. The anxieties over failed or conflicting virility, and where and when these 

men chose to employ their maleness, were activated on the pages of the illustrated 

newspapers. They bring humor and levity to situations that were fraught with cultural 

pressure, what Arnheim understands as “intentional deviation” from the norm.99 Through 

satire and caricature, men and women could laugh about the prescribed ideal, but were 

provided with a way to reflect, observe, and even avoid aberrations to these standards.  
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CONCLUSION 
IMPACT AND IMPRESSIONS OF CARICATURE 

 

 This thesis traces the role of satirical lithography in reflecting and developing 

anxieties surrounding French masculinity throughout the nineteenth century. It looks to 

the ways in which caricature employed the discourse of social commentary, while also 

creating its own dialogue on maleness. I explore the satirical depiction of masculinity 

through the impact of specific cultural ruptures such as changing marriage laws, the rise 

of feminism, and the loss of the Franco-Prussian war. By looking at caricatures of deviant 

tropes of maleness—specifically the cuckold and the bachelor—from Honorè Daumier, 

Paul Gavarni, J.J. Traviès, and others, my project expands the scholarship connecting 

popular lithographic imagery to the cultural and social ideals of French masculinity. 

Although masculinity was analyzed through various lenses including medical 

texts, fashion and bodybuilding treatises, and behavior manuals, prints provided a chance 

for both artists and audience to reflect on the nature and consequences of these imagined 

male standards. The prints asked questions of these ideals—not only about what was at 

stake for the country, but moreover, what were the results of these outlined expectations? 

How could a husband and wife produce a stable family if the government controlled the 

circumstance of their marriage? What consequences were there for a cuckold who lost his 

wife to another man? How could the bachelor successfully navigate conflicting 

expectations to be culturally refined but not overly focused on intellectual gains? 

Furthermore, what was his role in society if he failed to marry and produce children? 

Satirical cartoons provided a humorous, but realistic, visual attempt to illuminate and 

discuss the tricky and contradictory expectations of French men in the nineteenth century. 
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The prints of the time, therefore, not only served to underscore the uneasiness 

surrounding manliness, but they exposed the inherent difficulties—and sometimes 

impossibilities—of attaining such ideal standards of masculinity. 

However, the caricatures discussed in this project were not solely important 

because of their acute social satire. Although the caricatured lithographs aided a French 

public in discussing and understanding ideals and aberrations of masculinity, they also 

served as an artistic stimulus for a younger generation of painters. Claude Monet, Camille 

Pissarro, Jacques Villon, and Juan Gris absorbed elements of popular imagery into their 

work. Just as the sheer amount of images had an effect on notions of masculinity, it also 

impacted artists. Beatrice Farwell reports, “[…] it must be assumed that any artist whose 

youth was spent in the 1830s, ’40s or ’50s grew up in a constant presence of a plethora of 

images that were bound to appeal to visual sensibility and the urge to draw.”100 

Caricature’s influence on painting can be tracked as far back as Eugène Delacroix and as 

contemporary as Pop art of the 1960s.101 Gustave Courbet, the eminent Realist painter, 

not only employed types and tropes of popular imagery in his painted work, he created 

illustrations for popular books, which had a “sometimes uncultured and philistine” 

audience.102  

What appealed to these often avant-garde artists, specifically Impressionist 

painters like Monet, Pissarro, and Edgar Degas, was the informality and freedom of 
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popular prints.103 “At that time, the influence of the press was incontestable,” the French 

Cubist artist Villon attested, “It helped to speed up the liberation of painting from 

academicians […]”104 The pared-down expressive line, the high-spirited energy, and the 

lack of academic conventions were all appealing to artists who were intent to break away 

from the formalities of Salon painting altogether.105 Ralph Shikes understands popular 

imagery in nineteenth-century France as an “effective antidote to the idealization of 

beauty” found in academic circles of the time.106 The unpretentiousness of the 

caricature—and the pure modernity of these images—enticed painters hungry to embrace 

their contemporary milieu.  

This modern subject matter may in fact be where the caricaturists had the greatest 

impact on the Impressionists. Mining the streets, cafes, and theatres for source material 

and engaging with the everyday environment marked the Impressionist painters as 

radical; but they were, evidently, not the first French artists to pull from real life. Looking 

at Daumier’s theatre scenes, such as Carottes Dramatique (fig. 24), it is impossible not to 

find hints of Degas’s performers seen in images like Chanson du Chien (fig. 25). The 

distortion of Degas’s singer—her gestures, sloping forehead, hooked nose, and slackened 

mouth—have the inescapable evidence of Daumier’s legacy. This comparison is just one 

example out of the many connections that have been (and should continue to be) made 

between the caricaturists and the fine painter.  

																																																								
103 Ralph Shikes notes that Pissarro had a subscription to the English satirical journal Punch and wrote 
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The weight of lithographic caricatures, consequently, was felt both culturally and 

creatively. My weaving of social and art historical voices broadens the ways in which we 

can interpret both masculinity and caricature, while strengthening the inextricable 

connection between popular imagery and its audience. Much like the drawn image on the 

lithographic stone, issues of masculinity appeared, faded, and reemerged throughout the 

century, but the matter never fully disappeared. Although the satirical prints were 

collected and contemplated privately, their impact was public. Displayed in shop 

windows, spread out on reading-room desks, or consumed over café tables, the printed 

caricatures—and their makers—joined the conversation on masculinity. Like the pages of 

Le Charivari lining the streets, the lithographic comments on masculinity both visibly 

and unconsciously augmented the Parisian imagination. 
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APPENDIX  
FIGURES 

 

 
Figure 1. Charles-Joseph Traviès, The Publisher Aubert (You must admit the government 

has a comic appearance), 1831. Lithograph, The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
 

 
Figure 2. André-Adolphe-Eugène Disdéri, Portrait of Napoleon III and his family, 1857. 

Albumen silver print, The J. Paul Getty Museum 
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Figure 3. James Jacques Joseph Tissot, The Bridesmaid, 1883-85. Oil on canvas. The 

National Gallery, London. 
 

 
Figure 4. Honoré Daumier, “A woman like me…” from Les Bas Bleus, 1844. Lithograph, 

Noack Collection. 
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Figure 5. La Culture Physique, magazine cover, 1905. 

 

 
Figure 6. Anonymous, La Regeneration du Snob from La Culture Physique, 1904. 

Lithograph. 
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Figure 7.	James Jacques Joseph Tissot, Portrait of Eugène Coppens de Fontenay, 1867. 

Oil on canvas, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
 

		  
Figure 8. James Jacques Joseph Tissot, Portrait of the Marquise de Miramon, née, 

Thérèse Feuillant, 1866. Oil on canvas, J. Paul Getty Museum. 
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Figure 9. Honoré Daumier, “L’Ouie,” from Types Parisiens 1839, Lithograph, Noack 

Collection. 
 

 

Figure 10. Honoré Daumier, “C’est ma femme,” from Moeurs Conjugales 1840, 
Lithograph, Noack Collection. 
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Figure 11. Honoré Daumier, “Oh! Ma femme est morte,” from Galerie Physionomique 

1837, Lithograph, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC. 
 

 
Figure 12. Honoré Daumier, “Wretched man! Do you want to kill your children's father” 

from Moeurs Conjugales, 1841. Lithograph, Private Collection. 
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Figure 13. Charles-Joseph Traviès, The Results of a Marriage of Reason. Whose Fault is 

this?... 1830, Lithograph, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
 

 
Figure 14. Honoré Daumier, “Take that farther away…it is impossible to work in the 

middle of such racket…go take a walk and on the way back buy some new bottles in the 
Passage Choiseul!...Ah! Mr. Cabassol, it’s your first child, but I swear it will be your 

last!” From Les Bas-Bleus, 1844, Lithograph 
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Figure 15. Honoré Daumier, “Listen, husband, I think I would like to call my play 

‘Arthur’ and my child ‘Oscar’. But no, come to think about it, I won't decide anything 
before consulting my consultant.” From Les Bas-Bleus, 1844. Lithograph, Private 

Collection. 
 

 
Figure 16. Honoré Daumier, from La Journée du Célibataire, 1839. Lithograph, Noack 

Collection. 
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Figure 17. Honoré Daumier, from La Journée du Célibataire, 1839. Lithograph, Noack 

Collection. 
 

 
Figure 18. Honoré Daumier, from La Journée du Célibataire, 1839. Lithograph, Brandies 

University. 
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Figure 19. Honoré Daumier, from La Journée du Célibataire, 1839. Lithograph, Noack 

Collection. 
 

                    
Figure 20. Edme Jean Pigal,                                    Figure 21. Edme Jean Pigal,  
“The Mathematician” from                                    “The Academic” from Métiers de Paris, 
Métiers de Paris, Lithograph, 1833.                       Lithograph, 1833. 
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Figure 21. Paul Gavarni “Payes-tu cher à ton hôtel?...” from La Vie de Jeune Homme, 

1842 Lithograph, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
 

 
Figure 22. Honoré Daumier, from La Journée du Célibataire, 1839. Lithograph, Private 

Collection. 
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Figure 23. Abel Faivre, Sur le sable, Le Rire, 1907. 

 

 
Figure 24. Honoré Daumier from Les Carottes, 1844. Lithograph, National Gallery of 

Art. 
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Figure 25. Edgar Degas, La Chanson Du Chien, 1888. Pastel over monotype, unknown 

collection. 
  
	
	


